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”Corona-research”:
”Skinnerne lægges, mens toget køres”

Project design

Stage 1:
Qualitative phase I

• 36 interviews
from 17
workplaces
• Crisis
management

April-June

Stage 2::
Quantitative phase

• Survey from 594
respondents
• Who, what and
how many?

July-October

STAGE 3:
Qualitative phase II

• 17 workplaces revisted
• What have we learnt?
• Crisis management 2.0

October-November
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Role of HR in handling Corona-crisis

COVID-19: a “people-based crisis”

“When the financial crisis rocked the business world in 2007-09,
boardrooms turned to corporate finance chiefs. A good CFO could
save a company; a bad one might bury it. The covid-19 pandemic
presents a different challenge—and highlights the role of another
corporate function, often unfairly dismissed as soft. Never before
have more firms needed a hard-headed HR boss.”

Researchers have already pointed out that the crisis associated
with the COVID-19 lockdown has highlighted several unexplored
areas in HRM research—“answers to questions we wish we had
in the academic literature but, to date, do not”
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The new reality: Surprised

In our study:
Most senior managers
indicated that their companies
were at least at 85-90% of
productivity, which they
viewed as positive given the
circumstances.
While most workplaces were
able to maintain a high level of
productivity during spring
2020 lockdown, in the
Autumn, the initiate euphoria
was overtaken by “COVID-19
fatigue,” caused by social
isolation, mental health, etc.
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The new reality: Surprised
Please evaluate the following statements about virtual meetings
Physical meetings are more effective than virtual meetings

80% of respondents will continue
with work-from-home practice in
the future

Meeting participants are better prepared for physical
meetings than for virtual meetings
Virtual meetings enable introvert employees to speak more

93% of respondents will use
virtual meetings in the future

It is easier to maintain order in terms of who is speaking at
virtual meetings than at physical meetings
It is more difficult to create confidentiality at virtual
meetings than at physical meetings

Remote work and virtual meetings
are core elements of the “next
normal”

At virtual meetings, it is more difficult to decode others
reactions than at physical meetings
There is less informal talk at virtual meetings than at
physical meetings
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%
Agree/Strongly Agree

Neither or

Disagree/Strongly disagree

Not relevant/Don't know
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The new reality: Exposed
A-team” and “B-team” quickly became standard terms
used to describe who stayed at work and who was
“sent home” (hjemsendt”).
However, after some time, the terms began to be
used in a broader sense to identify each
organization’s most essential functions.
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Managers

Employees

- BUREAUCRACY

+ TOLERANCE FOR MISTAKES

WORKING FROM HOME

+ EXPERIMENTATION

+ CONCENTRATION, AUTONOMY

+ CREATIVITY, INNOVATION

+ JOB SATISFACTION, ENGAGEMENT

+ PRODUCTIVITY, PERFORMANCE
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RE-EVALUATION OF LEADERSHIP
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Managers

Employees

VIRTUAL LEADERSHIP

RE-EVALUATION OF LEADERSHIP

EMPLOYEES WELL-BEING

INNOVATION/DEVELOPMENT

SOCIAL INTERACTION

”INFORMAL TALK AT THE
COFFEE-MACHINE”

- QUALITY
- LONG-TERM PRODUCTIVITY
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The new reality: Our study
The new reality has stretched organizational resources and has accentuated key organizational
capabilities.
• “Parathed”: digital transformation, social capital, agile organzation
The new reality had pushed organizations to reconsider the key question as to whether they have the
right people in the right places.
• Organizations have a unique opportunity to reconsider how, where, and by whom value is created in
the organizational hierarchy.
The new reality has exposed ‘holes’ in supposed core competencies, both at the individual and
collective levels, but it has also revealed new talents.
• “As a leader, I have suddenly opened my eyes to how biased I am towards those who are more
outgoing than others.”
The virtual setting “knocked down the silos” in numerous organizations.
• Centralized-decentralization
• These findings were supported by the survey results, where 60% agreed with the statement that
“there was closer cooperation in management during the lockdown” (11% disagreed).
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“HR deserved ‘street credit’ …”
Phase 1: Operations—the workplace needs to function.
HR went from strategic to operational overnight.
Phase 2: High engagement from employees.
“It’s almost like they got a new energy, new purpose, new chemistry.”
“I am stressed, relaxed, focused and free at the same time.”

In this crisis, good HR
could save a company —
bad one might bury it
See: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/crisis-goodhr-could-save-companya-bad-one-might-burydana-minbaeva

Phase 3: The euphoria dissipates.
“Many employees lost altitude” and hit the “COVID-19 wall.”
How long an employee could stay away?
Priorities changed: focus on well-being
Phase 4: After COVID-19—what to keep?
Workplaces had a taste of the “next normal” during the summer
Now what?
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“Corona-wall”: Four stages of organization
energy during the covid-19 lockdowns

Towards higher
engagement and
productivity

”Corona-wall”

Euphoria

”Inflection point”

Average level of
organizational
energy

“A strategic inflection point is a
time in the life of business
when its fundamentals are
about to change. that change
can mean an opportunity to
rise to new heights.
But it may just as likely signal
the beginning of the end”

Towards higher level
of stress and
absenteesim

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4
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We are in the busines of value-creation
Opportunities to increase
human capital value in use

“Value creation”
Human capital rents
”Value capture”

Opportunities to decrease
the cost of human capital

Around 46% of HR managers indicated that “the
distance from decision to implementation was
shortened during COVID-19 lockdown in the
spring of 2020” (18% disagreed and 36% were
indecisive).
• The tendency was more pronounced in the
public sector than in the private sector, and
managers in public sector were significantly
more positive about this development.

HR is imprisoned in the iron cage of
bureaucracy and chained to the wheel of annual
processes
• Everything we know about HR is based on the
ideas of permanent organizations, permanent
structures, chains of command, and tasks
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organized into jobs.

Many executives will agree
with the Microsoft’s CEO who
said; “We’ve seen two years’
worth of digital transformation
in two months”
In our study:

“We planned for this [the
digitalization of business
processes] for two years. It
happened within six weeks.”
In the context of the lockdown,
the advantages of digitalized
recruitment systems and online
learning platforms were greatly
appreciated.
• Doing digital vs. Being digital
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Evidence-based management

https://www.nhca.dk/

Source: https://joshbersin.com/2020/04/can-we-make-our-organizations-resilient-and-make-society-resilient-as-a-result/
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Source: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/covid-19-role-hr-people-analytics-crisis-david-green/

Who primarily took responsibility for solving the
following tasks at your workplace during lockdown?
Providing continuous update and information about how the workplace was
handling COVID-19

Maintain contact between managers and employees

Being updated on the well-being of the employees

Skills development among the employees

Onboarding of new employees

Arrangement of virtual social events
0
Top manager

Direct manager

20
HR

40

The individual employees

60

80

100

Nobody
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What We Should Start,
Keep and Stop Doing in HR.

Dias 84

Start
Knowledge gained from COVID-19 lockdown is crucial.

Find your “human capital slack”: This buffer can help organizations bounce back when a crisis hits.
The key positions are now even easier to spot, and variance in the performance of individuals
occupying those positions has a significant impact on organizational performance.
The placement of resilient people in pivotal position will provide organizations with human-capital
slack that can serve as a buffer when the next crisis hits.
Examine those shortcuts and automate wherever possible.
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Keep
Line managers is HR responcibility

HR and communication
• Signaling effect: Distinctiveness, consistency and consensus
https://www.cbs.dk/files/cbs.dk/executive_summary_bowenostroff_2004.pdf
Differentiate: Stop treating people equally
• “An important threshold issue is to develop a clear sense of the HR management practices
(selection, development, performance management, and so on) that you wish to improve vs.
those you would like to do differently”
Keep focus on the duality of digital
• ”Doing things better” and ”doing things differently”
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Stop

Stop thinking processes, start thinking value
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HR’s carpe diem
The lockdown has profound implications for the ways we understand,
organize, and carry out our work
• move toward remote work, (global) virtual teams and virtual
leadership
The crisis disrupted the most basic assumptions in HR:
• the assumption of a coupling among time, place, and tasks
(permanent organizations);
• the assumption of an outcome variable (performance); and
• the assumption of a need to solely focus on the individuals
(isolated from the digital context).
As there will always be another crisis, the better HR is at collecting
and systematizing its learning from the past, the better it will be able
to cope with crises in the future.
• “There is no more other important task than this one.”
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Goodie-bag

Project publications:
https://www.cbs.dk/en/research/departme
nts-and-centres/department-of-strategyand-innovation/research/virtualleadership-corona-crisis

LinkedIn:
ttps://www.linkedin.com/groups/8928700/

Contact:
Steen E. Navrbjerg sen@faos.dk
Dana Minbaeva dm.si@cbs.dk
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